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This playbook is designed to help you be able to 
deliver the HPE GreenLake portfolio pitch by using 
a series of short elevator pitches that will build in 
content as you progress.
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CHAPTER 1: WHY IS HPE GREENLAKE SO RELEVANT?
A few years ago, Antonio Neri, President and CEO, of Hewlett Packard Enterprise announced the move to everything as a service. But why? 

There are several major shifts in the market to support this:

The shift from 
traditional purchase

Since 2019, more 
IT budget has been 

spent on as-a-service 
solutions than traditional 
purchases, and this gap 

will only continue to 
increase.

Economic impact

The financial impact of 
the pandemic has only 
increased this. Industry 

experts talk about a 
financial recovery period 
of around three years, so 
customers are looking for 
solutions that enable them 
to hold on to their funds.

As-a-service demand

Cloud has changed the 
way customers view 

IT capacity, have it as 
a service, pay for what 

you use, hold on to 
funds, and scale when 

required.

Resource challenge

IT resource challenge 
has been a problem for 
several years and is only 
accelerating; demand is 

exceeding supply.

Sustainability/
environmental

Environmental 
challenges are an 

increasing focus for 
customers, and they are 
looking for solutions to 

help with these.

Want to see an expert deliver this pitch? 
CHAPTER 1 VIDEO

Here is the full script to deliver this content.

https://mindtickle.app.link/8EcZnHO58pb
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CHAPTER 1 CHAPTER 2

Some customers and partners may view HPE GreenLake as just a lease. By using this simple analogy of travel as a service, you should easily be able to demonstrate 
why HPE GreenLake is not a lease.

Portal to see actual 
usage and align cost 
back to the business

Additional services

Spend money up front

Depreciating assets

$

Purchase assets

Lease assets
Travel as a service

Pay over period of time Pay for what you 
actually use

Want to see an expert deliver this pitch? 
CHAPTER 2 VIDEO

CHAPTER 2: ISN’T IT JUST A LEASE?
HPE GreenLake analogy—Travel as a service

Here is the full script to deliver this content.

CHAPTER 3 CHAPTER 5CHAPTER 4 CHAPTER 6 SUMMARY

https://mindtickle.app.link/qUhFGXsjaqb
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Antonio Neri stated everything as a service, and we continue to see development within our portfolio, with solutions that offer smaller starting capacities through to 
complete workloads delivering the cloud that comes to you.

It is important to be able to deliver a clear message to our customers about HPE GreenLake, and a good way of starting with this is to be able to deliver the elevator pitch. 
This chapter introduces you to the first element, focusing on the infrastructure as a service. We will then continue to add more elements of our portfolio to your messaging.

Want to see an expert deliver this pitch? 
CHAPTER 3 VIDEO

CHAPTER 3: THE ELEVATOR PITCH (INTRODUCTION TO HPE GREENLAKE)

$

Hold on to funds
Save on costs due to overprovisioning

50% overprovision by enterprises1

Deploying capacity ahead of demand—Only paying for what you consume

Only pay for what you consume
One support solution and provider
One invoice

Capacity needed and
invoiced

Traditional purchases

Variable capacity

Minimum reserved
capacityHPE GreenLake savings

HPE GreenLake savings

Time

Monitor and replenish as needed 

40%+ of enterprises wait 3 months or longer for
new capacity2

Tip: This elevator 
pitch enables you to 
give your customer 
an understanding 
of the foundation 
deliverables within 

the HPE GreenLake 
portfolio. In the 

following chapters, we 
will build on this to add 

further solutions.

Here is the full script to deliver this content.

1, 2 451 Research, Oct 2019

CHAPTER 1 CHAPTER 5CHAPTER 4 CHAPTER 6 SUMMARY

https://mindtickle.app.link/2pRzkZ9jaqb
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CHAPTER 3 CHAPTER 4

If we take the messaging from Chapter 3, which covers the foundation solution of the HPE GreenLake portfolio, we can then add in some of the additional services that we 
want to wrap around to be able to deliver more cloud-like solutions.

The core message is the same, but we can then add in elements such as the software we can include from our ecosystem of partners; our HPE GreenLake Managed 
Services; public cloud services; our Advisory and Professional Services; and our co-location solutions, all of which can be included within one unit price.

Want to see an expert deliver this pitch? 
Here is the full script to deliver this content.

CHAPTER 4 VIDEO

CHAPTER 4: THE ELEVATOR PITCH AND WRAP-AROUND SERVICES

$

Hold on to funds
Save on costs due to overprovisioning
50% overprovision by enterprises3

Deploying capacity ahead of demand—Only paying for what you consume

Only pay for what you consume
One support solution and provider
One invoice

Capacity needed and
invoiced

Traditional purchases

Variable capacity

Minimum reserved
capacityHPE GreenLake savings

HPE GreenLake savings

Time

ISV SW within
the solution

Add public
cloud services

Advisory and
Professional Services

Co-location 
can be included

Remote management
through HPE GMS

Monitor and replenish as needed 
40%+ of enterprises wait 3 months or longer for
new capacity4

3, 4 451 Research, Oct 2019

CHAPTER 2CHAPTER 1 CHAPTER 5 CHAPTER 6 SUMMARY

https://mindtickle.app.link/V7mI6N9kaqb
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Want to see an expert deliver this pitch? 
Here is the full script to deliver this content.

CHAPTER 5 VIDEO

CHAPTER 5: FINANCIAL BENEFITS

To demonstrate the value of HPE GreenLake, we need to be able to highlight the financial benefits the solution provides. Here are the main areas:

Preserve cash Reduce cost Quicker TTM Budget Free up

The first is the fact that 
the customer avoids a 

heavy up-front expense 
in purchasing equipment, 

so they can hold onto 
their cash and reinvest 
back into the business.

We are deploying 
capacity as and when 

required. The Customer 
has much better 

utilization rates and 
so benefits from the 

reduction of costs such 
as power, cooling, data 

center footprint charges, 
software licenses, and 

support.

The variable capacity 
means the customer 

can respond to business 
demands in minutes, 
so they can reduce 
their time to market, 
and launch products, 

services, and solutions 
in a quicker fashion 

bringing money into the 
business.

We commit to the 
unit rate price at the 

beginning of the contract. 
This helps the customer 

with budgeting and 
enables them to align cost 
to usage and chargeback 
to the business. The unit 
charges reduce the more 
capacity the customer is 

using.

The customer can 
free up IT resources to 
focus on more critical 

areas, as HPE aligns an 
account team to deliver 
proactive support and 
capacity management, 

which also reduces 
downtime.

CHAPTER 3CHAPTER 2CHAPTER 1 CHAPTER 6 SUMMARY

https://mindtickle.app.link/nuFVVPElaqb
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CHAPTER 5 CHAPTER 6

CHAPTER 6: HPE GREENLAKE PORTFOLIO PITCH
HPE GreenLake platform: Comprehensive end-to-end solutions to meet your customer requirements

HPE GreenLake Central cloud portal

HPE GreenLake IaaS with smaller starting capacity
HPE GreenLake IaaS with smaller starting capacity predefined; prepriced; preconfigured solutions 

with smaller starting capacities through HPE GreenLake Quick Quote

HPE GreenLake cloud services
Your as a service with 

HPE GreenLake
• Virtual 

machines

• Containers

• HPC

• Bare metal

• SAP HANA®

• ML Ops

• Analytics

• Data services

• VDI

• Database

• AI/ML 

• EDA

• Edge

• Data 
protection 

• Telco/5G

• Electronic 
health

HPE Ezmeral/container

Virtual machine

Bare metal

Compute Storage Networking

Platform software
Cloud that 
comes to you

IaaS with 
smaller start 
capacity

Smaller starts

Scale

Capacity

Modules InfrastructureAutomation

Control and metering

Partner workloads

Advisory and 
Professional Services

HPE GreenLake 
Managed Service

Co-location

Capacity 
management

Core 
components

Optional 
deliverables

ISV solutions

Proactive support

Reactive support

Infrastructure

More...

CHAPTER 4CHAPTER 3CHAPTER 2CHAPTER 1 SUMMARY
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CHAPTER 6

Want to see an expert deliver this pitch? 
Here is the full script to deliver this content.

CHAPTER 6 VIDEO

CHAPTER 6: HPE GREENLAKE PORTFOLIO PITCH

We now have a portfolio of solutions that range from quotations delivered within a matter of clicks, which include solutions with 
smaller starting capacities, right up to solutions designed with everything required to deliver the cloud that comes to you.

We also have a growing ecosystem of partners, for which we want to engage with them, so they can not only sell across the 
portfolio but also use HPE GreenLake to wrap around their services to sell through to their customers and deliver solutions 
powered by HPE GreenLake.

The content in this elevator pitch will enable you to go through all of this in a matter of minutes.

Best Practice: When engaging with our partners, we should think about which elements of the portfolio are most relevant 
to them. This will vary from partner to partner. It is not just about the right partner, but the right portfolio for them as well. 
Encourage them to look at HPE GreenLake as an enabler for them to sell more of their portfolio by wrapping it around 
HPE GreenLake.

CHAPTER 5CHAPTER 4CHAPTER 3CHAPTER 2CHAPTER 1 SUMMARY

https://mindtickle.app.link/Ga1iXqtmaqb
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CHAPTER 6 SUMMARY

SUMMARY

Understand your customer, what they are 
looking to do, and the challenges they have, and 
then link back to the benefits of HPE GreenLake.

For access to the full HPE GreenLake Elevator Pitch Playbook Video Series click here.

For access to the full HPE GreenLake Elevator Pitch Playbook Video Series Slide presentation please click here.

CHAPTER 5CHAPTER 4CHAPTER 3CHAPTER 2CHAPTER 1

Think about who you are talking to within the 
customer or partner organization and adapt 

your messaging to this.

Engage with your partner and let them add value 
to the solution. If HPE GreenLake is part of their 
solutions, this will lead to repeatable business.

https://hpepartners.mindtickle.com/?_branch_match_id=815126110039214041&_branch_referrer=H4sIAAAAAAAAA8soKSkottLXz83MSynJTM7OSdVLLCjQy8nMy9YvMTLJMQhK9PYvSAIAMD3wVicAAAA%3D#/programs/program/1522669489424747589
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Chapter 1 Script



· Intent of Slide: Introduce the demand of the markets at a high level

· Antonio Neri announced a few years ago, the move to Everything as a Service, but why? There are several major shifts in the market to support this:

· Since 2019, more IT budget has been spent on as a Service solution, than traditional purchase, and this gap will only continue to increase

· The financial impact of the pandemic has only increased this. Industry experts talk about a financial recovery period of around 3 years & so customers are looking for solutions that enable them to hold on to their funds. At the same time, IT has been seen as the savior to many businesses, enabling us to change the way we work and engage, and so it is also seen as the way to get the business moving again, with IT project being prioritized – but all with the financial challenge of holding on to funds and paying for what you use. We even see some customers looking to reduce their land, building, and DC footprint, and so may require services to house their DC.

·  And some of these may drive a focus on the public cloud, and it’s the public cloud that has really started to fuel the growth of HPE GreenLake – why, because it’s changed the way Customers view IT, having it delivered as a Service, pay for what you use, scale when required, respond to business demand quickly, simplify operations, and as previously mentioned, holding onto the funds….but all of these are benefits of HPE GreenLake as well, and we now live in a hybrid world, if you look at what industry experts talk about, if you look at the practice of the hyper scalers themselves and our customers, they have realized that not all of the data will go to the public cloud, but they still want ‘everything as a service’ no matter where the data sits

Continued…

· One of the other challenges is around the shortage of IT resources within the industry, which also created pressures on those resources in the day-to-day running of environments. 

· Another key area of focus is meeting environmental requirements, this is a challenge also for the public cloud, as they do not turn off their large data centers – with HPE GreenLake we can reduce customers’ P&C by as much as 33%.




Chapter 2

· So, we now understand the market relevance for HPE GreenLake. But you may be asked, is this just a lease…. this simple analogy will help you to be able to position why HPE GreenLake stands out and helps you to introduce the HPE GreenLake elevator pitch

· Intent of slide: Simple analogy to explain why HPE GreenLake is not a lease, this should then be followed up with the elevator pitch

· What is HPE GreenLake? Isn’t it just a lease?

· CLICK If we look at an example of a company’s fleet of vehicles: 

· The company may choose to purchase their vehicles, but that means spending a large amount of money up front on assets that are going to depreciate, and that you do not know how much they are actually going to be used.

· CLICK: The company may choose to lease the vehicles, this avoids that large up-front payment, so you are able to hold on to more of your money to reinvest back into the business – but what this does not do is align cost of actual usage of the vehicles – you’d be paying the same amount if the car was being used every day, or just now and then. For example, you may have a salesperson based in the city, who is able to use public transport, use the tram, tube, train, or even walk to their customer site. You then may have a salesperson who has customers based all around the country – so their vehicle usage would be much higher – but for both salespeople, you are paying for the same amount on the lease.

· CLICK: But what if there was a solution where you were charged for what you actually use? Charged for the actual mileage – where the mileage unit price was agreed up front over the whole term of the contract, where it actually reduced the more miles you covered?

· CLICK: And what about if you could get access to a portal that gave you usage reports, so you could see how much was being used, and the associated cost, so you could chargeback to the business? And within the portal, you would be able to take advantage of other services such as travel advisory, or see your company’s public transport usage?

· That’s exactly what HPE GreenLake is able to deliver for your IT requirements – you go from owning IT assets to having IT capacity delivered as a service. You can avoid the heavy up-front cost of purchasing IT equipment in the traditional way, and avoid the associated costs of overprovisioning, such as power, cooling, Data center footprint charges & support  - we provide you on-site capacity as and when you require it, across server, storage, networking and can include software as well – you have an on-site buffer that enables you to scale up and down, responding to business demands in minutes, and we are metering the environment, so you can be confident you will always have enough capacity, of which you can see your usage, aligned costs and view consumption reports through our Consumption Analytics tool. This will sit within our GreenLake Central portal, which will enable you to take advantage of further services for your hybrid environment including private cloud or assessment services.




Chapter 3

· We are now going to move into the first elevator pitch for HPE GreenLake, and we are starting off at the IaaS level, from this we will build up the solutions within our portfolio.

· Intent of slide: Elevator pitch for Customer on deliverables of HPE GreenLake

· CLICK: Within a customer’s environment, their actual capacity requirements go up and down, & with these solutions being on average around 4/5 years, you will see the capacity go up. 

· CLICK: When we look at the traditional method of purchasing, Customers are spending money up front on capacity they don’t actually require from day 1, in fact, industry average is around 50% for both servers & storage.  Not only are they spending money up front, for which Customers are looking for solutions where they can hold on to their cash, but as they are overprovisioning, they are also increasing the cost to the organization through power/cooling, SW licenses, support charges & data center footprint charges.

· CLICK: With HPE GreenLake, we are providing infrastructure capacity as a service, deploying it as and when required. This is based on what the customer would actually need, not what we would have traditionally sold them

· CLICK: The customer chooses a certain amount of reserved capacity over the term of the contract, which on average is around 80% of what they require.

· CLICK: On average, Customers take around 3 months to implement new technologies. We also provide additional variable capacity, that the Customer is only charged for as and when they use it. This means the Customer can respond to business demand in minutes, not months, and they are able to scale up and down.

· CLICK: We are able to deploy the capacity as and when required, because we are metering the environment, using our software Consumption Analytics within HPE GreenLake Central. We assign an Account Support Manager to deliver proactive advice to help avoid downtime, and a Utility Delivery Manager who is responsible for ensuring the Customer always has enough capacity. 

· So, with HPE GreenLake, customers are able to avoid a heavy up-front investment, being able to hold on to their cash and reinvest back into the business. As we are deploying capacity as and when required, the better utilization rates mean they can reduce costs such as power, cooling, SW, support, and data center footprint charges. The variable capacity means they can scale in minutes, not months, responding to business demands in a quicker fashion, enabling them to bring money into the business in quicker fashion. We are able to help with further cost savings as the Customer is able to free up resources as we are aligning an Account Support Manager & a Utility Delivery Manager, and the Customer is able to have more control over IT costs, as we fi the unit price at the beginning of the solution, in fact, the more the capacity the Customer uses, the unit charges actually reduce in cost. It also enables them to be able to chargeback to the business for usage.




Chapter 4

· In chapter 3, we have delivered our first elevator pitch, now it is time to build on these learnings, starting off with the same message but moving into the additional solutions we can add to start delivering as a Service solutions or workloads.

· Intent of slide: Elevator pitch for Customer on deliverables of HPE GreenLake

· CLICK: Within a customer’s environment, their actual capacity requirements go up and down, & with these solutions being on average around 4/5 years, you will see the capacity go up. 

· CLICK: When we look at the traditional method of purchasing, Customers are spending money up front on capacity they don’t actually require from day 1, in fact, industry average is around 50% for both servers & storage.  Not only are they spending money up front, for which Customers are looking for solutions where they can hold on to their cash, but as they are overprovisioning, they are also increasing the cost to the organization through power/cooling, SW licenses, support charges & data center footprint charges.

· CLICK: With HPE GreenLake, we are providing infrastructure capacity as a service, deploying it as and when required. This is based on what the customer would actually need, not what we would have traditionally sold them

· CLICK: The customer chooses a certain amount of reserved capacity over the term of the contract, which on average is around 80% of what they require.

· CLICK: On average, Customers take around 3 months to implement new technologies. We also provide additional variable capacity, that the Customer is only charged for as and when they use it. This means the Customer can respond to business demand in minutes, not months, and they are able to scale up and down.

· CLICK: We are able to deploy the capacity as and when required, because we are metering the environment, using our software Consumption Analytics within HPE GreenLake Central. We assign an Account Support Manager to deliver proactive advice to help avoid downtime, and a Utility Delivery Manager who is responsible for ensuring the Customer always has enough capacity. 

· CLICK: What we have just shown is the foundations for HPE GreenLake, providing IaaS, but to move to ‘cloud-like solutions we are continuing to develop our portfolio, and so you can include additional elements within the unit price. We talk about these separately, as some partners will want to deliver these elements or add in their own portfolio of services, wrapping around their solutions. You can now include certain ISV software, such as Commvault, Veeam, Qumulo, Zerto, Nutanix, Cohesity, and we continue to add to our Ecosystem of partners.

· CLICK: Often customers will look to these services, to deliver cloud-like solutions, and free up their resources…so we can remotely manage the environment for your Customers. However, again, if the Partner is able to deliver their own solutions, then we could look at ‘completing their portfolio with services, not compete!

· CLICK: The world is hybrid, so again, our GMS portfolio can include public cloud solutions…and…

· CLICK: We can manage the whole project for the Partner and Customer through our Advisory & Professional Services…and finally

· CLICK: Customers may be looking to free up their DCs, so we are able to offer colocation as part of the unit price

· So, with HPE GreenLake, customers are able to avoid a heavy up-front investment, being able to hold on to their cash and reinvest back into the business. As we are deploying capacity as and when required, the better utilization rates mean they can reduce cost such as power, cooling, SW, support, and data center footprint charges. The variable capacity means they can scale in minutes, not months, responding to business demands in a quicker fashion, enabling them to bring money into the business in quicker fashion. We are able to help with further cost savings as the Customer is able to free up resources as we are aligning an Account Support Manager & a Utility Delivery Manager, and the Customer is able to have more control over IT costs, as we fi the unit price at the beginning of the solution, in fact, the more the capacity the Customer uses, the unit charges actually reduce in cost. It also enables them to be able to chargeback to the business for usage.

· But remember, this elevator pitch enables you to give your customer an understanding of all of the benefits. To be successful with selling the solution, lead with understanding of your customers’ challenges, and then be able to link these to the relevant business and financial benefits with HPE GreenLake.




Chapter 5

· So, let’s have a very high-level look at the financial benefits, of which you can attach to all of the elevator pitches

Intent of slide: Carry on from build slide, link Financial Benefits—reference back to build slide

· Financial Benefits

· To really demonstrate the value of HPE GreenLake, we need to be able to highlight the financial benefits the solution provides…. Here are the main areas.

1. The first is the fact that the Customer avoids a heavy up-front expense in purchasing equipment, so they can hold onto their cash and reinvest back into the business.

2. The second is the fact that as we are deploying capacity as and when required, the Customer has much better utilization rates, and so benefits from reduction of costs such as power, cooling, data center footprint charges, software licenses, and support.

3. The variable capacity means the Customer can respond to business demands in minutes, so they are able to reduce their Time to Market, and launch product, services, and solutions in a quicker fashion, bringing money into the business.

4. The fourth element is the fact that we actually commit to the unit rate price at the beginning of the contract, this not only helps the Customer with budgeting, but enables them to align cost to usage, and even chargeback for this back to the business—in effect enabling IT to become an Internal Service Provider….in addition the Unit charges actually reduce the more capacity the Customer is using.

5. The fifth point is that the Customer can free up IT resources to focus on more critical areas, as HPE aligns an Account Team to deliver proactive support & capacity management, which also reduces downtime.




Chapter 6

· We are continuing to develop our portfolio, we stand out in the market because we can offer ‘everything as a service, from smaller starting capacities right up to the cloud that comes to you, but it’s also important to be able to engage with our Partners and have a conversation with them in both positioning our portfolio but also how they can take advantage….in chapter 6 we will deliver a high-level elevator pitch to cover this off

· Intent of slide: This slide explains how all the pieces fit together into the overall HPE GreenLake Architecture end-to-end strategy

· CLICK: HPE GreenLake Portfolio Pitch

· With HPE GreenLake, we have a range of solutions to meet your customer’s needs & your business needs, delivering everything as a service, from smaller starting capacities, through to solutions that offer the cloud that comes to you, built for specific workload or industry challenges.

· Click: With our HPE GreenLake Quick Quote tool, you are able to benefit from a series of pre-defined, configured & priced services, providing IaaS solutions within a matter of a few clicks, offering smaller starting capacities & greatly reducing the TAT of your Customers engagement, in fact, we have already seen wins with our Partners with sales cycles of as little as 3 days

· Click: Within our software platform, HPE GreenLake Lighthouse, is designed with both the Platform Software Layer and the Infrastructure components combined. It will run and operate a set of workloads like containers, virtual machines, and/or BareMetal all in one platform, & all orchestrated to change as your customer’s needs change.  For example, if your need for containers and VMs change quarter to quarter, all of it is executed by the HPE GreenLake Lighthouse in terms of how it comes together, all within one platform, all within one solution.

· Click: We have HPE GreenLake cloud services workloads portfolio, delivering the cloud that comes to you. These are designed to provide complete workload solutions, which include the right technology & software, including some of our Ecosystem Partner software. It has our advisory & professional services & we will manage it for you & your customer with HPE GreenLake Managed Services – solutions that focus on workloads & verticals. For example, our HPE GreenLake Electronic Medical Records includes the right technology, software & wrap-around services & we partner with Epic to address specific challenges within the Healthcare industry.

· Click; Every component is managed and operated through HPE GreenLake Central giving Customers a common view of how all of this comes together.  Customers have direct access on what is taking place in their environment from service orchestration, cloud operations, security, compliance to cost and capacity management, and most importantly delivering a consistent experience across any of their deployments.

· Click: But with the move to Everything as a Service, we also want to work with our Partners to help you create your own portfolio of as a Service solutions, through identifying the elements you require from the HPE GreenLake portfolio and creating your as a service, by wrapping around your own deliverables. It may be that you specialize in a certain vertical, or have an ecosystem of partners that you want to work with to create a unique as a Service solution, or help define your own portfolio, for example delivering your own private cloud, based on HPE GreenLake, enabling you to have a solution that provides you capacity as your success grows, and predefined unit charges across the whole term of your solution.
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This playbook is designed to help you be able to deliver the HPE GreenLake Portfolio pitch, through using a series of short elevator pitches that will build in content as you progress







Intent of slide: Introduction to the playbook & desired outcome
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content

Chapter 6:  hpe greenlake portfolio pitch

Chapter 5:  financial benefits

Chapter 4:  the elevator pitch & wrap around services

Chapter 3:  the elevator pitch (introduction to hpe greenLake)

Chapter 2:  Isn’t it just a lease?

Chapter 1:  market relevance
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summary

introduction









Intent of Slide: Introduction of chapters



Through this playbook, we will deliver a series of elevator pitches, starting with the relevance of HPE GreenLake. We will then introduce why HPE GreenLake is not a lease through the use of a simple analogy, and then in chapter 3, we will start building the HPE GreenLake elevator pitch, focusing on the IaaS element.

Chapter 4 will then build on the elevator pitch to include other elements of our Portfolio.

We will then touch briefly on the financial benefits, which apply to all of the elevator pitches, and will then finish with Chapter 6, for which you will be able to deliver a highlevel presentation covering the wider portfolio of HPE GreenLake and our engagement with Partners.

Finally a summary in how to win with HPE GreenLake

3





Chapter 1

Market relevance
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So lets us start with Chapter 1, Market relevance.
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Since 2019 - more IT Budget is spent on ‘as-a-Service’ than traditional purchase

Cloud is fuelling the growth of HPE GreenLake

Cost; Compliance; Control

5

Why is hpe greenlake so relevant?
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Economies could take until 2023 to recover from the impact of the COVID-19 crisis











Intent of Slide: Introduce the demand of the markets at a high level

Antonio Neri announced a few years ago, the move to Everything as a Service, but why? There are several major shifts in the market to support this:

Since 2019, more IT budget has been spent on as a Service solutions, than traditional purchase, and this gap will only continue to increase

The financial impact of the pandemic has only increased this. Industry experts talk about a financial recovery period of around 3 years & so customers are looking for solutions that enable them to hold on to their funds. At the same time, IT has been seen as the saviour to many businesses, enabling us to change the way we work and engage, and so it is also seen as the way to get the business moving again, with IT project being prioritised – but all with the financial challenge of holding on to funds and paying for what you use. We even see some customers looking to reduce their land, building and DC footprint, and so may require services to house their DC.

 And some of these may drive a focus on the public cloud, and it’s the public cloud that has really started to fuel the growth of HPE GreenLake – why, because it’s changed the way Customers view IT, having it delivered as a Service, pay for what you use, scale when required, respond to business demand quickly, simplify operations, and as previously mentioned, holding onto the funds….but all of these are benefits of HPE GreenLake as well, and we now live in a hybrid world, if you look at what industry experts talk about, if you look at the practice of the hyper scalers themselves and our customers, they have realised that not all of the data will go to the public cloud, but they still want ‘everything as a service’ no matter where the data sits
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IT resource challenge has been a problem for a number of years & is only accelerating, demand is exceeding supply
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Why is hpe greenlake so relevant?
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Environmental challenges are an increasing focus for Customers, & they are looking for solutions to help with these













Continued…..



One of the other challenges is around the shortage of IT resources within the industry, which also created pressures on those resources in the day to day running of environments. 



Another key area of focus is meeting environmental requirements, this is a challenge also for the public cloud, as they do not turn off their large datacentres – with HPE GreenLake we can reduce customers P&C by as much as 33%
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Chapter 2

Isn’t it just a lease
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So we now understand the market relevance for HPE GreenLake..but you may be asked, is this just a lease….this simple analogy will help you to be able to position why HPE GreenLake stands out, and helps you to introduce the HPE GreenLake elevator pitch
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We are moving to Everything as a Service world

hpE GREENLAKE ANALOGY - Travel as a service
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Spend money upfront

Depreciating Assets

$

Purchase

Assets









Lease
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Pay over period of time



















Travel as a Service

Pay for what you actually use





Portal to see actual usage & align cost back to the business



















Additional Services









Intent of slide: Simple analogy to explain why HPE GreenLake is not a lease, this should then be followed up with the elevator pitch



What is HPE GreenLake? Isn’t it just a lease?

CLICK If we look at an example of a companies fleet of vehicles: 

The company may choose to purchase their vehicles, but that means spending a large amount of money upfront on assets that are going to depreciate, and that you do not know how much they are actually going to be used.

CLICK: The company may choose to lease the vehicles, this avoids that large upfront payment, so you are able to hold on to more of your money to reinvest back into the business – but what this does not do is align cost of actual usage of the vehicles – you’d be paying the same amount if the car was being used every day, or just now and then. For example, you may have a sales person based in the city, who is able to use public transport, use the tram, tube, train or even walk to their customer site. You then may have a sale person who has customers based all around the country – so their vehicle usage would be much higher – but for both sales people, you are paying for the same amount on the lease.

CLICK: But what if there was a solution where you was charged for what you actually use? Charged for the actual mileage – where the mileage unit price was agreed upfront over the whole term of the contract, where it actually reduced the more miles you covered?

CLICK: And what about if you could get access to a portal that gave you usage reports, so you could see how much was being used, and the associated cost, so you could charge back to the business? And within the portal, you would be able to take advantage of other services such as travel advisory, or see your companies public transport usage?

That’s exactly what HPE’s GreenLake is able to deliver for your IT requirements – you go from owning IT assets to having IT capacity delivered as a service. You can avoid the heavy upfront cost of purchasing IT equipment in the traditional way, and avoid the associated costs of overprovisioning, such as power, cooling, Datacentre footprint charges & support  - we provide you onsite capacity as and when you require it, across server, storage, networking and can include software as well – you have an onsite  buffer that enables you to scale up and down, responding to business demands in minutes, and we are metering the environment, so you can be confident you will always have enough capacity, of which you can see your usage, aligned costs and view consumption reports through our Consumption Analytics tool. This will sit within our GreenLake Central portal, which will enable you to take advantage of further services for your hybrid environment including private cloud or assessment services.
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Chapter 3

The elevator pitch 
(introduction to hpe greenlake)
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We are now going to move into the first elevator pitch for HPE GreenLake, and we are starting off at the IaaS level, from this we will build up the solutions within our portfolio.
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What is hpe greenlake?



Time

$









HPE GreenLake Savings

HPE GreenLake Savings







Traditional purchases

Variable Capacity

Minimum Reserved Capacity

Capacity needed and invoiced

Monitor and replenish as needed 

40%+ of enterprises wait 3 months or longer for new capacity1 







Hold on to funds

Save on costs due to overprovisioning

50% overprovision by Enterprises1



Deploying capacity ahead of demand—Only paying for what you consume

Can include Co-Location

Only pay for what you consume

One support solution and provider

One invoice
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Intent of slide: Elevator pitch for Customer on deliverables of HPE GreenLake



CLICK: Within a Customers environment, their actual capacity requirements go up and down, & with these solutions being on average around 4/5 years, you will see the capacity go up. 

CLICK: When we look at the traditional method of purchasing, Customers are spending money upfront on capacity they don’t actually require from day 1, in fact industry average is around 50% for both servers & storage.  Not only are they spending money upfront, for which Customers are looking for solutions where they can hold on to their cash, but as they are overprovisioning, they are also increasing the cost to the organization through power/cooling, sw licences, support charges & data centre footprint charges.



CLICK: With HPE GreenLake, we are providing infrastructure capacity as a service, deploying it as and when required. This is based on what the customer would actually need, not what we would have traditionally sold them

CLICK: The customer chooses a certain amount of reserved capacity over the term of the contract, which on average is around 80% of what they require.

CLICK: On average, Customers take around 3 months to implement new technologies. We also provide additional variable capacity, that the Customer is only charged for as and when they use it. This means the Customer can respond to business demand in minutes, not months, and they are able to scale up and down.

CLICK: We are able to deploy the capacity as and when required, because we are metering the environment, using our software Consumption Analytics within HPE GreenLake Central. We assign an Account Support Manager to deliver proactive advice to help avoid downtime, and a Utility Delivery Manager who is responsible for ensuring the Customer always has enough capacity. 



So with HPE GreenLake, customer are able to avoid a heavy upfront investment, being able to hold on to their cash and reinvest back into the business. As we are deploying capacity as and when required, the better utilisation rates mean they can reduce cost such as power, cooling, sw, support and datacentre footprint charges. The variable capacity means they can scale in minutes, not months, responding to business demands in a quicker fashion, enabling them to bring money into the business in quicker fashion. We are able to help with further cost savings as the Customer is able to free up resources as we are aligning an Account Support Manager & a Utility Deliver Manager, and the Customer is able to have more control over IT costs, as we fi the unit price at the beginning of the solution, in fact the more the capacity the Customer uses, the unit charges actually reduce in cost. It also enable them to be able to charge back to the business for usage.
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Chapter 4

The elevator pitch 
& wrap around services
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In chapter 3, we have delivered our first elevator pitch, now it is time to build on these learnings, starting off with the same message but moving into the additional solutions we can add to start delivering as a Service solutions or workloads.
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What is hpe greenlake?



Time

$









HPE GreenLake Savings

HPE GreenLake Savings







Traditional purchases

Variable Capacity

Minimum Reserved Capacity

Capacity needed and invoiced

Monitor and replenish as needed 

40%+ of enterprises wait 3 months or longer for new capacity1 







Hold on to funds

Save on costs due to overprovisioning

50% overprovision by Enterprises1



Deploying capacity ahead of demand—Only paying for what you consume



Can include Co-Location

Only pay for what you consume

One support solution and provider

One invoice





ISV sw within the solution

Remote management through GMS

Add Public Cloud services





Co-Location can be included
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Advisory & Professional Services







Intent of slide: Elevator pitch for Customer on deliverables of HPE GreenLake



CLICK: Within a Customers environment, their actual capacity requirements go up and down, & with these solutions being on average around 4/5 years, you will see the capacity go up. 

CLICK: When we look at the traditional method of purchasing, Customers are spending money upfront on capacity they don’t actually require from day 1, in fact industry average is around 50% for both servers & storage.  Not only are they spending money upfront, for which Customers are looking for solutions where they can hold on to their cash, but as they are overprovisioning, they are also increasing the cost to the organization through power/cooling, sw licences, support charges & data centre footprint charges.



CLICK: With HPE GreenLake, we are providing infrastructure capacity as a service, deploying it as and when required. This is based on what the customer would actually need, not what we would have traditionally sold them

CLICK: The customer chooses a certain amount of reserved capacity over the term of the contract, which on average is around 80% of what they require.

CLICK: On average, Customers take around 3 months to implement new technologies. We also provide additional variable capacity, that the Customer is only charged for as and when they use it. This means the Customer can respond to business demand in minutes, not months, and they are able to scale up and down.

CLICK: We are able to deploy the capacity as and when required, because we are metering the environment, using our software Consumption Analytics within HPE GreenLake Central. We assign an Account Support Manager to deliver proactive advice to help avoid downtime, and a Utility Delivery Manager who is responsible for ensuring the Customer always has enough capacity. 



CLICK: What we have just shown is the foundations for HPE GreenLake, providing IaaS, but to move to ‘cloud like solutions we are continuing to develop our portfolio, and so you can include additional elements within the unit price. We talk about these separately, as some partners will want to deliver these elements, or add in their own portfolio of services, wrapping around their solutions. You can now include certain ISV software, such as Commvault, Veeam, Qumulo, Zerto, Nutanix, Cohesity & we continue to add to our Ecosystem of partners.



CLICK: Often customers will look to these services, to deliver cloud like solutions, and free up their resources…so we can remotely manage the environment for your Customers. However, again, if the Partner is able to deliver their own solutions, then we could look at ‘completing their portfolio with services, not compete!



CLICK: The world is hybrid, so again, our GMS portfolio can include public cloud solutions…and…



CLICK: We can managed the whole project for the Partner and Customer through our Advisory & Professional Services…and finally



CLICK: Customers may be looking to free up their DCs, so we are able to offer colocation as part of the unit price



So with HPE GreenLake, customer are able to avoid a heavy upfront investment, being able to hold on to their cash and reinvest back into the business. As we are deploying capacity as and when required, the better utilisation rates mean they can reduce cost such as power, cooling, sw, support and datacentre footprint charges. The variable capacity means they can scale in minutes, not months, responding to business demands in a quicker fashion, enabling them to bring money into the business in quicker fashion. We are able to help with further cost savings as the Customer is able to free up resources as we are aligning an Account Support Manager & a Utility Deliver Manager, and the Customer is able to have more control over IT costs, as we fi the unit price at the beginning of the solution, in fact the more the capacity the Customer uses, the unit charges actually reduce in cost. It also enable them to be able to charge back to the business for usage.



But remember, this elevator pitch enables you to give your customer an understanding of all of the benefits. To be successful with selling the solution, lead with understanding your Customers challenges, and then be able to link these to the relevant business and financial benefits with HPE GreenLake.
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Chapter 5

The financial benefits
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So lets have a very high level look at the financial benefits, of which you can attach to all of the elevator pitches
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Accelerating value with HPE Greenlake
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Respond to business demand in minutes, creating new cash flows quicker

avoid upfront cost of traditional purchase

of IT through better utilisation – P&C; Footprint; Licences; Support & Maintenance

Free up IT resources through aligned HPE Account Team, with industry leading proactive support & capacity management to reduce downtime

Quicker TTM

Preserve Cash

Reduce cost

Budget

Fixed unit price over the term of the contract, which decreases with the more capacity that you use

Free up









Intent of slide: Carry on from build slide, link Financial Benefits—reference back to build slide



Financial Benefits

To really demonstrate the value of HPE GreenLake, we need to be able to highlight the financial benefits the solution provides….here are the main areas.

The first is the fact that the Customer avoids a heavy upfront expense in purchasing equipment, so they can hold onto their cash and reinvest back into the business.

The second is the fact that as we are deploying capacity as and when required, the Customer has much better utilization rates, and so benefits from reduction of costs such as power, cooling, datacenter footprint charges, software licences and support.

The variable capacity means the Customer can respond to business demands in minutes, so they are able to reduce their Time to Market, and launch product, services and solutions in a quicker fashion, bringing money into the business.

The fourth element is the fact that we actually commit to the unit rate price at the beginning of the contract, this not only helps the Customer with budgeting, but enables them to align cost to usage, and even charge back for this back to the business—in effect enabling IT to become an Internal Service Provider….in addition the Unit charges actually reduce the more capacity the Customer is using.

The fifth point is that the Customer can free up IT resources to focus on more critical areas, as HPE align an Account Team to deliver proactive support & capacity management, which also reduces downtime.
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Chapter 6

Hpe greenlake portfolio pitch
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We are continuing to develop our portfolio, we stand out in the market because we can offer ‘everything as a service’, from smaller starting capacities right up to the cloud that comes to you, but it’s also important to be able to engage with our Partners and have a conversation with them in both positioning our portfolio but also how they can take advantage….in chapter 6 we will deliver a high level elevator pitch to cover this off
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HPE Greenlake platform:  comprehensive end-to-end solutions to meet your customers requirements
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Platform Software



Virtual 

Machine

Ezmeral/

Container

Bare 

Metal



HPE GreenLake Cloud Services

SAP HANA

ML Ops

Analytics

Data Services

Virtual Machines

Containers

HPC

Bare Metal

VDI

Database

AI/ML 

EDA

Edge 

Data Protection 

Telco/5G

Electronic Health  

Cloud that comes to you



HPE GreenLake Central Cloud Portal



Control & Metering

Automation



Scale

Smaller starts

Modules

Capacity



HPE GreenLake IaaS with smaller starting capacity

Predefined; prepriced; preconfigured solutions with smaller starting capacities through HPE GreenLake Quickquote

Infrastructure

Storage

Compute

Networking



IaaS with smaller start capacity





Your as a Service with HPE GreenLake

ISV Solutions

Capacity Management



Partner Workloads



Co-Location

HPE GreenLake Managed Service 



Proactive Support

Reactive Support

Infrastructure

Core Components

Optional Deliverables



Advisory & Professional Services







Intent of slide: This slide and explains how all the pieces fit together into the overall HPE GreenLake Architecture end-to-end strategy



CLICK: HPE GreenLake Portfolio Pitch

With HPE GreenLake, we have a range of solutions to meet your customers needs & your business needs, delivering everything as a service, from smaller starting capacities, through to solutions that offer the cloud that comes to you, built for specific workload or industry challenges.

Click: With our HPE GreenLake Quickquote tool, you are able to benefit from a series of pre-defined, configured & priced services, providing IaaS solutions within a matter of a few clicks, offering smaller starting capacities & greatly reducing the TAT of your Customers engagement, in fact we have already seen wins with our Partners with sales cycles of as little as 3 days

Click: Within our software platform, HPE GreenLake Lighthouse, is designed with both the Platform Software Layer and the Infrastructure components combined. It will run and operate a set of workloads like containers, virtual machines and/or BareMetal all in one platform, & all orchestrated to change as your customers needs change.  For example, if your need for containers and VMs change quarter to quarter, all of it is executed by the HPE GreenLake Lighthouse in terms on how it comes together, all within one platform, all within one solution.

Click: We have HPE GreenLake cloud services workloads portfolio, delivering the cloud that comes to you. These are designed to provide complete workload solutions, which includes the right technology & software, including some of our Ecosystem Partner software. It has our advisory & professional services & we will managed it for you & your customer with HPE GreenLake Managed Services – solutions that focus on workloads & verticals. For example, our HPE GreenLake Electronic Medical Records includes the right technology, software & wrap around services & we partner with Epic to address specific challenges within the Healthcare industry.

Click; Every component is managed and operated thru HPE GreenLake Central giving Customers a common view of how all of this comes together.  Customers have direct access on what is taking place in their environment from service orchestration, cloud operations, security , compliance to cost and capacity management, and most importantly delivering a consistent experience across any of their deployments.

Click: But with the move to Everything as a Service, we also want to work with our Partners to help you create your own portfolio of as a Service solutions, through identifying the elements you require from the HPE GreenLake portfolio and creating your as a service, by wrapping around your own deliverables. It may be that you specialize in a certain vertical, or have an ecosystem of partners that you want to work with to create a unique as a Service solution, or help define your own portfolio, for example delivering your own private cloud, based on HPE GreenLake, enabling you to have a solution that provides you capacity as your success grows, and predefined unit charges across the whole term of your solution.
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You should now be able to use the elevator pitches to build up you conversations with your Customers and Partners, but leveraging these is just one element of the discussion.
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Understand your Customer, what they are looking to do & the challenges they have, and then link back to the benefits of HPE GreenLake

Engage with your Partner, and let them add value to the solution. If HPE GreenLake is part of their solutions, this will lead to repeatable business
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Think about who you are talking to within the Customers or Partners organisation & adapt your messaging to this















Intent of Slide: Apply these to win with HPE GreenLake



Understand your Customer, what they are looking to do & the challenges they have, and then link back to the benefits of HPE GreenLake – do not just talk about the deliverables of HPE GreenLake

Think about who you are talking to within the Customers or Partners organisation & adapt your messaging to this, sell to the persona

Engage with your Partner, and let them add value to the solution. If HPE GreenLake is part of their solutions, this will lead to repeatable business
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Thank you
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